THE WILEY X EUROPEAN ELITE FISHING TEAM
Hans Sissingh – Captain of the WCC winning team 2015:
“This WCC was my tenth entry, so it had to be a good one! I
carefully chose my pal Mattie and we both decided to accept
the offer of Larysa Switlyk to join and fish for the American
team. Prior to the competition we gained a lot of knowledge
of the venue which allowed us to be as prepared as we could.
Therefore, we were quite confident even before the start of the
competition. Since last year, team Carpconnections has been
sponsored by Valley Fashions USA, an apparel manufacturing
company that makes our colorful competition wear.
Teaming up with world renowned eyewear brand Wiley X has
completed our colorful and cool looking image.
After finishing 2nd last year at the WCC, we have been wearing
polarized eyewear from Wiley X and they have improved our
fishing, allowing us to catch more fish. This eyewear allows us to
spot the fish better. We enjoy the many different Wiley X styles
with different lens tints, which give us the comfort of knowing
that no matter the conditions, we will always be able to find a
tint for the current weather conditions. The models we have
used so far have all provided us with a perfect fit which is ever
so important when using them for hours after hours of fishing.
We look forward to going into the future and be working closely
together with Wiley X, hoping to leave a footprint in the Wiley X
polarized eyewear collection at some point in the near future”

Peter Hornak, 2015 World Bank Fishing Champion
“I have tried several models of Wiley X glasses over the last few
years and I really can’t imagine fishing without them. It is really
very helpful for me to see what is happening under the water
– to find fish, to control leading of the lure or checking some
barriers in the water. These glasses helped me a lot to catch nice
fish and achieve good results at international championships.
I’m honored to join this team and being among some of the best
anglers in the Word.”
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Luc Coppens – Captain of the winning WPC 2014 and 2015 team:
“We are very proud to be a part of the Wiley X European
Fishing Team! Along with the WPC 2014 we received the Wiley
X model Zak polarized eyewear. We are very pleased with the
quality of this high-end eyewear. When you wear these in dull
light conditions it reduces the glare on bright surfaces while
enhancing the dark parts, simply incredible!”
Jeremy Staverman - Vice captain of the winning WPC 2014 and 2015 team:
“Having a partner like Wiley X is like a dream comes true.
Wearing the Wiley X model Zak already improved my fishing
results. Fish following the lure but don’t strike are now easily
spotted. Now I know, I’m in the right spot and can try a different
approach. With my former standard polarized eyewear I would
have left the spot thinking the fish weren’t there.”

Andrzej Walczak, Gabriel Starzec and Krzysztof Charmuszko winners of WCC 2014
“Winning the WCC was something we could only dream about
this year. As winners of the WCC, we were invited to work with
Wiley X for the years to come, which will be a great opportunity
for us. We will not only be testing and using the fantastic Wiley
X polarized eyewear, but we will help develop its eyewear
collection from 2016 and onwards. We have used a lot of different
eyewear in our fishing career, but we have never used eyewear
like this before and the Wiley X eyewear can really make that
difference in our way of fishing”.

Charles Jardine - Fly fishing legend
“In my world there is no compromise. The situations that I
fish, the day to day guiding at peak times of the season and
waters themselves demand the very best from every part of
equipment I bring to the water with me. The ability to see
before being seen is paramount. Polarizing glasses essential:
the tactics and situations demand the very best. Wiley X’s are.
To be honest, I would far rather leave most of fly designs
behind (not all!) and take these glasses and I would still feel
that I had “the edge”.
I have used more expensive, different designs…and a near
generations worth of variations. To date my Wiley X’s are the
best I have ever used - and other professional guides agree.”
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Individual spinning World Champion Martin Forbak
“I was very pleased to be asked to join the Wiley X team. I have been
wearing Wiley X glasses for several seasons and I´m absolutely
satisfied with them. Before I began using the Wiley X glasses, I
needed to wear many alternative glasses with many different colors
of polarized lenses, but since I began using Wiley X , I don’t need
to change models all the time, because the colors Wiley X uses is
appropriate for various fishing conditions. The great quality of the
polarized filter and the Wiley X anti-fog system is totally necessary
for my favorite trout spinning on clear waters. Thanks to it, I´m able
to see the profile of the river bottom and fish reactions to my lure
comfortably. Last but not least the Wiley X eyewear selection gives
me the feeling of eye safety and protection. I´m looking forward to
closer co-operation with Wiley X and I hope that we will make few
refinements or new models together. ”
Lizette Beunders and Bianca Venema – Winners of the WCC 2013:
“Making a dream come true! We won the World Carp Classic
at Lago di Bolsena in Italy. The winning prize included Wiley
X fishing glasses – that was our first experience with these
amazing sunglasses. Not only for fishing, but they are great
for every outdoor occasion. They protect and relax our eyes
during all outdoor activities. We thank Wiley X for these perfect
glasses, no fishing session anymore for us, without the Wiley
X sunglasses! We are proud for joining the Wiley X European
fishing team”.
Stefan “Trumman” Trumstedt – World famous predator angler:
“Wiley X – The best polarized glasses you can get! As a pike
fisherman I’m depending on my eyes and a clear view on and
under the surface. Also I need to protect my eyes from heavy
lures and hooks and that’s why I use polarized and protective
eyewear from Wiley X. Simply perfect for my predator fishing”

Ardy Veltkamp – World famous Carp angler:
“As a keen fisherman my eyes are my only weapon and that is
one of the reasons why I use protective eyewear from Wiley
X. For my type of fishing I need the best polarized glasses the
market can bring. A lot of my fishing depends on being able to
“read” the action on and under the surface of the water. I wear
my Wiley X as a fashion symbol every day as they are cool as
well as tough looking. I don’t leave home without them and I feel
naked when not wearing my Wiley X”
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Paul Booth – Catfish specialist states:
“As a fishing guide on the river Ebro in Spain, top quality eye
protection is a must. WX sunglasses are not only preventing
my eyes from the harmful UV lights but they also vanish the
reflection shining back at you from the water surface - Wiley
X ticks all the right boxes. The removable facial cavity seal is
preventing dust and bugs getting in my way and the fact that
my polarized WX float makes them excellent for use, while
fishing from a boat. In one word: Perfect!”

Luca Quintavalla – Professional angler states:
“Wiley X eyewear has an incredible facial cavity system, which
is a great advantage for people like me using contact lenses.
I’m wearing my Wiley Xs all day for sports fishing including high
speed boat rides.The sunglasses have very high quality and
resistant lenses, which protect my eyes from sun rays and during
fishing with artificial bait and slamming the fish under the boat.
The up to date and technical design of Wiley X eyewear add to
the pleasure of wearing them”

Frank Warwick – World famous Carp angler:
“Allmost lost an eye when fishing some years back. Therefore I
will only wear protective eyewear. When using and comparing
Wiley X polarized glasses with other leading brands I found out
that Wiley X glasses gave me another 15 feet on and into the
water looking for the fish. That said enough for me.
Remember – you only got one set of eyes”

Olivier Portrat – Legendary fishing photographer states:
“Wiley X polarized glasses are the best I have ever used. There are two
reasons for that. The first one is that their capacity to see in the depths
of water is absolutely amazing; the second one is the fact that they are
almost unbreakable. The second reason is almost as important as the first:
when fishing, eyes are in permanent danger! This is obviously the case
when fly-fishing and spin fishing, but also with many other techniques.
Last year, a friend of mine lost an eye when ledgering. He had a snag in
shallow water, his line was made of monofilament, he pulled, his hook
opened – and the rig with the lead flew back to him, straight into his right
eye that literally exploded. This would not have happened if he had been
using the shatterproof lenses of Wiley X.”
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Peter Micula– Captain of the winning team at WCC 2012:
“Yes, this year a dream came true! We won the World Carp
Classic at Bolsena Lake - Italy. The winning prize included
Wiley X fishing glasses – we thank Wiley X for these great
fishing glasses! Since then we have tried these fishing glasses
several times during some carp competitions and pike fishing,
and they are great! In the winter season I like very much to go
fishing for pike. These sunglasses are the best; they protect
and relax my eyes during this outdoor activity. I am very happy
for joining the Wiley X European fishing team”

Eric Torres, Spain:
“I wear Wiley X because I feel more confident knowing that
nothing can hurt my eyes, when I use them. When wearing
my WX polarized sunglasses I can see the fish better and it
gives me a great advantage of catching it. Wiley X makes a
big difference to me compared to other glasses, I like to use
the best, I like to use Wiley X.”

